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This will write the credentials of the server to the registry. 6) Now run the batch file and check the log.txt file
that was created in the same folder.
Scheduling BO XI reports to SFTP at Port #22
Paul Grill started his career in Information Technology in the U.K. in 1978, as an Executive Data Processing
Trainee for Honeywell. More than thirty years later, he still has a voracious appetite for learning as
Information Technology continues to advance at an ever accelerating pace.
Web Intelligence Integration Suite Will Blow Your Socks
step by step scheduling process: To schedule the Webi, deski, etc report, you should have the privillege to do
it. Right click on Report name in infoview and see in the menu 'schedule' is there then you can go ahead
otherwise you should contact to administrator to get the privilege to schedule webi report.
How to Schedule a Webi Report and send output via email
What is Crystal Reports Embedded? Crystal Reports embedded is an architecture which allows the Crystal
Reports Rendering engine to run within the confides of the application environment. BusinessObjects
provides a .NET runtime and a Java Report Component (JRC) which allows developers to embed ...
Crystal Reports Embedded And Its Limitations
Sometimes in software it can feel that you take two steps forward and one step back. One example of this is
with BEx-based Explorer Information Spaces when migrating from XI 3.1 to BO 4.0.
David Taylor's Business Intelligence Blog Â» SAP
Author: Grzegorz Goli. SAP Business Objects and IBM Cognos comparison. The high and extremely
significant growth of demand on information delivery in the enterprises caused that the companies offering
business intelligence solutions live their best years.
SAP Business Objects vs IBM Cognos - Business intelligence
Single sign-on (SSO) is an important feature that I highly recommend all organizations to setup in their SAP
BusinessObjects implementations. It allows users to move between services securely and uninterrupted
without specifying their credentials each time.
Setting up SAP BusinessObjects single sign-on based on
The ability to publish and schedule reports according to oneâ€™s profile is an important feature that we have
in Business Objects. For example, if I am a plant manager for a the West Region and want to receive a daily
report on work quality, it would be very beneficial if I can receive a report in my inbox daily that only contains
results for the West Region.
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